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A Little Background



Background

• A B2B information service for agencies, brands, 
publishers, ad-tech firms (and everyone else in the 
digital marketing ecosystem)

• Primarily a Paid Subscription model with recurring 
revenue streams (80% paid/20% ad supported)



eMarketer Mission
(Why we exist)



eMarketer Mission
(Why we exist)

WHAT: 
To help our clients make better decisions in a world 
being transformed by digital.

HOW: 
By aggregating, filtering, organizing and analyzing 
essential data and perspectives from multiple sources 
and delivering insights for clients to act on.



Every aspect of the service is designed 
to help clients make better, faster 
decisions…
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Our Scope: 
The Questions We Answer



7 Lessons Learned

1. Aggregation can be powerful—and worth paying for––if you 
add value around it

2. Important information should be easily accessible, not 
hoarded.

3. When content is your product, TRUST is vital.

4. Our content is our best form of marketing.

5. Information needs to be PUSHED as well as PULLED.

6. Make innovation part of your DNA and your daily mindset.

7. Understand your most important metrics, and get your staff 
behind them.



Aggregation can be powerful––and worth 
paying for—if you create the right context 
around it and add genuine VALUE.

Multiple 
sources provide 
a prism effect, 
shedding light 
on a trend from 
different angles No single 

source has 
a lock on all 

the truth



By aggregating, filtering, organizing and 
analyzing essential data and perspectives 

from multiple sources…

… we provide a more 
complete, balanced and 
objective picture of the 

digital landscape



How fast is mobile ad spending growing in 
the US?



Important information should be shared 
as widely as possible, not hoarded by 
gatekeepers.

• Information IS power, but it’s more powerful
when more people have direct access–
anytime and anywhere––and can immediately
put it to use

• This is especially true for the digital space



In mid-2014, we shifted our emphasis 
from selling “Limited Seat” subscriptions 
to “Open Access”

Inefficient
End users miss out 
on serendipity More likelihood

of churn…



Open
Access
Model

Everyone gets 
what they 
need, when 
they need it, 
wherever they 
are, 24/7/365



By deploying a graduated pricing plan over a 
couple of years, the Open Access Model 
soon overtook the Limited Seat Model

Open Access 23%

Limited Seats 
77%

Limited Seats 
23%

Open Access 77%



Renewal and Recapture rates are much 
higher with Open Access*

Limited Seats

Open Access

Renewal 
Rate

Recapture 
Rate

88.1%

81.2%

109.6%

94.8%

*2017  YTD as of Oct 5, 2017 (among organizations with >100 employees)
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Since content is our product, trust has 
become the cornerstone to our brand.

• Multiple-sourced approach inspires TRUST 
(not pretending we have all the answers, or a monopoly 
on the truth)

Transparency = Trust

• Based on the vast amount of data we look at, we 
create our own proprietary forecasts for key digital 
trends (>1,100/year)
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Are our forecasts accurate?

Our prediction for 
Twitter’s 2013 

revenues––made 8 
months before their
IPO in November of 

that year––came 
within 2% of their 
reported results.



In order to maintain the highest level of 
trust, there are things we refuse to do

• No primary research

• No vendor rankings 
(pay to play)

• No sponsorships or ads that 
“pretend” to be editorial content



Our most important 
form of marketing is 
our own content.

• So we strive to DISTRIBUTE our 
content in as many places as 
possible

• We use a “piggy-backing” 
approach to get our forecasts 
and analyst quotes in the top tier 
press outlets



Distribution has been critical in the 
business & trade press: we are mentioned 
over 8,000X/per month worldwide



• Our free email newsletter 
reaches 224,000 readers 
every business day

Distribution is 
expanded
with our free products

• This ad supported revenue 
is highly profitable



I do my part for distribution, too, typically 
speaking at 30+ conferences a year



Our analysts distribute their expertise and 
knowledge in print and TV appearances



And we do tons of sponsored webinars



Information needs to be super easy to 
pull, but it also needs to be pushed out.

• >60% of visits to eMarketer PRO start with a search

Mobile ad spending

With a 
better, faster 

Search 
engine, we 
improved 

engagement 
by 15%

––Kevin Radics,
Director of
Digital Research



Don’t just count 
on users pulling; 
you also need to 
PUSH

Tied to initial 
registration 

process



C.A.B.

Product
Team

Content
Team

User Experience 
Council

Make INNOVATION a part of your DNA… 
and a daily mindset



With information businesses, the tools can 
be just as important as the content itself.

Benchmarks
StatPacks

Podcasts

Online Chat

Numbers



How big is programmatic spending?

programmatic



Innovation is as much about improving 
what’s already built as as it is about creating 
entirely new things

User Experience 
Council

Easy to use?

Intuitive?

Useful?59%
vs. B2B average of 21%



Understand your most critical metrics
for success, and rally your entire 
troops around meeting them

Among new 
business wins, 

92% sign up for
Open Access

92%



“Health Score” accurately predicts what 
will happen to accounts

Top Tier
upsells at 

63%
A) 81 - 100%

Renewal Category

B) 61 - 80%

C) 41 - 60%

D) 21 - 40%

E) 0 - 20%

Bottom Tier
declines at 

47%



––MIT Sloan Management Review and Deloitte
Digital, July, 2017

Final Question:

Among executives, managers and leaders 
worldwide, what’s the #1 digital business 
mistake they make?

“Lack of understanding of digital trends and 
impact to the company”
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@geofframsey
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Geoff


